
677 Orchard Drive 

Bridport, VT 05734 

$129,000 

34.35 +/- Acres ~ Post & Beam Barn ~ Power on site 

Curtis Trousdale  

Owner, Broker, Realtor 

Cell: 802-233-5589   
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Property Features 
677 Orchard Drive, Bridport, VT 05734 

 

DISCLAIMER: The information on this page is provided as a courtesy and is for general reference only. This information may not be relied on 

and was created from many sources that may or may not contain errors or otherwise be reliable. Some information, especially measurements 

and costs are only approximate. Taxes, utilities, zoning, state/local permits, construction costs, roads, associations, property condition, for-

estry plans, timber volumes/$, boundaries, surveys and all other data found here may and does change. The Listing Agency and seller en-

courage all buyers, agents or other buyer representatives to perform their own due diligence and not rely only on this information. Listing 

Agency and Seller will not be responsible for decisions and offers made from this information.  

Utility & Property Info: 

Taxes:   Town of Bridport— $2,511.73 (2016 Non-homestead rate) 

 Taxes have been estimated using town data.  Seller is retaining  a 5 acre  adjoining lot with 

their home that  is included on the same tax bill. 

Power:  Green Mountain Power—Residential power pole just to the west of the barn.  

Septic:   June 2016 soil tests indicate the likelihood of a mound system supporting up to a 4 bedroom 

single family residence.  Report and data attached or available upon request. 

Water:   There is no formal drinking water at this time.  A drilled well is common for this area.   

Zoning:   Bridport zoning official indicates the property is within the Agricultural 5 district of the 

Bridport Zoning Regulations.  Please direct any specific inquires to Edward Payne at 802-758-

2483 or 802-758-2210 

Boundaries: The seller indicates his plan to have the property formally surveyed within the required 

state and local subdivision process.  Some corner pins exist, which represent the property as a 

whole, prior to subdivision.  The seller has begun the town of Bridport subdivision process and 

plans on completing it before closing.  This process may have to be restarted due to slight 

modifications in the parcel outline, as well as, allowing for proper time allocations by the State 

and Town. 

Services: Waitsfield and Champlain Valley Telecom of phone, high speed DSL internet, and an internet 

based TV service via Roku (this provides 14 basic channels and, of course, could be 

supplemented by services like Netflix, Amazon Prime TV, Hulu, etc).  Satellite would also be 

an option. 

Road: Orchard Dr is a year-round, town-maintained, and plowed road. 

Address: The properties address has been created for GPS purposes only.  A formal 911 address will be 

issued by the town, if a residence is built. 

Haying: Property is currently hayed by the neighboring farm on a hand-shake deal.  This could be a 

service that continues with new ownership or it could be terminated. 

Barn: There is a  30’x 42’ Post and Beam Barn with a gravel floor on the property.  Historically has 

been used for equipment storage.  Easy  road and field access.  
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DISCLAIMER: This map is for general reference only and was created from other sources that may or may not contain errors or otherwise be reliable.  This map and data should not be used for navigation 
and may not reflect recent construction, logging or other commercial or private activity on the property.  Measurements, distances and areas may not be accurate.  The Listing Agency and Seller encourage 
all buyers, agents or other buyer representatives to perform their own due diligence and not rely only on this information.  This information may not be made part of a contract.  Listing Agency and Seller will 
not be responsible for decisions and offers made from this information.                 GENERAL MAP SOURCES:  Field Evidence,  ANR Maps 

Aerial Map 
667 Orchard Drive, Bridport 



DISCLAIMER: This map is for general reference only and was created from other sources that may or may not contain errors or otherwise be reliable.  This map and data should not be 
used for navigation and may not reflect recent construction, logging or other commercial or private activity on the property.  Measurements, distances and areas may not be accurate.  The 
Listing Agency and Seller encourage all buyers, agents or other buyer representatives to perform their own due diligence and not rely only on this information.  This information may not be 
made part of a contract.  Listing Agency and Seller will not be responsible for decisions and offers made from this information.                
            GENERAL MAP SOURCES:  Field Evidence,  ANR Maps 

Topographic Map 
677 Orchard Drive, Bridport 



DISCLAIMER: This map is for general reference only and was created from other sources that may or may not contain errors or otherwise be reliable.  This map and data should not be used for naviga-
tion and may not reflect recent construction, logging or other commercial or private activity on the property.  Measurements, distances and areas may not be accurate.  The Listing Agency and Seller en-
courage all buyers, agents or other buyer representatives to perform their own due diligence and not rely only on this information.  This information may not be made part of a contract.  Listing Agency 
and Seller will not be responsible for decisions and offers made from this information.                 GENERAL MAP SOURCES:  Seller 

Survey 

677 Orchard Drive, Bridport 

Yellow indicates proposed 

subdivision off larger parcel. 



DISCLAIMER: This map is for general reference only and was created from other sources that may or may not contain errors or otherwise be reliable.  This map and data should not be used for navigation 
and may not reflect recent construction, logging or other commercial or private activity on the property.  Measurements, distances and areas may not be accurate.  The Listing Agency and Seller encourage 
all buyers, agents or other buyer representatives to perform their own due diligence and not rely only on this information.  This information may not be made part of a contract.  Listing Agency and Seller will 
not be responsible for decisions and offers made from this information.                 GENERAL MAP SOURCES:  Field Evidence,  Town Maps 

Tax Map 
677 Orchard Drive, Bridport, VT 

Yellow indicates proposed 

subdivision off larger parcel. 
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